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I. Introduction 

This study is concerned with emerging patterns of industrial relocation as they 

affect developing countries, with the main focus on foreign direct investment (FDI) as an 

important agent for relocation. In a broad sense, the location of industrial activity is the 

outcome of thiee fundamental forces: the technological characteristics of different 

manufacturing activities; the relative ability of different locations to meet the technological 

needs efficiently; and the transfer of productive capabilities between different locations. In a 

world of dynamic technological change, the process of relocation therefore depends on the speed 

of technical progress, the growth of the relevant capabilities in the countries concerned, and the 

response of the various transfer agents (among them, FDI) to technological as well as other 

facton in the technology generating and receiving countries. 

FDI, especially that undertaken by large transnational corporations (TNCs), has 

traditionally been regarded as the most potent force for industrial relocation because the 

enterpriles concerned are among the dominant producers in the developed countries where they 

originate. They are also the leading sources of technological change and the main exporters of 

products and services which embody their innovations. Ar. the role of trade in global 

industrialization has grown, so has the transnationalization of production, with an increasing 

share of industrial output accounted for firms that operate in several countries. Foreign 

investors are not, however, the only agents of industrial relocation, since productive capabilities 

in the forms of skills, information and technological knowledge flow acrou national bouJtdaries 

in many different ways. In several countries, and in a variety of industries, they are not even 

the mo1t important agents: national strategies towards local capability development and 

industry-wise differences in the cost and pace of technical change determine the relative 

significance of FDI. Nevertheless, the current pace of technological advance and the evolution , 
of national strategies in the developing world all point to an increasing role for FDI in 

industrial relocation. 

To understand this evolving role and its impact on different types of developing 

countries, it is necessary to set up a conceptual framework that takes account of all the main 
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laden affecting FDI flows. These include macroeconomic conditions and prospects in home 

and host countries; the impact of technological progress; the growth of productive capabilities 

in various host countries; and the policies to foreign investment adopted by the ,,oncer&ed 

parties. There is a tendency in the literature to simplify the issue by focusing on 

maaoeconomic conditions and policies as the only determinants of FDI: thus, it is assumt'd 

that if economic stability were achieved, prices were "got right" and a favourable stance to 

foreign investors adopted, foreign capital would flow in abundantly, and would presumably lead 

the process of industrial transformation. 

This view is oversimplified. Different countries have differing abilities to attract 

FDI, depending not just on their policies but also on their capabilities to handle the 

technologies which foreign investon are deploying. FDI can transfer some of the (mobile) 

elements of the package that determines efficient production, but it cannot transfer all the 

elements that determines efficient production. The elements that the host economy has to 

supply then determine how much FDI, in which industries and at what level of sophistication it 

can, ceteris paribu, attract. Moreover, since there are other means by which relocation can be 

affeded, the role allotted to FDI is a strategic decision that the host government has to make. 

The otller means may involve "new• forms of foreign investment (contractual relations without 

equity participation, or with minority participation), short term or one-off arm's length 

transactions (licensing agreements, consultancy services, hiring of individual experts), or simply 

the import of capital goods coupled with local efforts to copy, improve or innovate on the 

relevant technology. A country's choice between FDI and these, or between the alternative 

non-FDI cluumels of relocation, depends on the strength of the indigenous industrial sector, 

socio-economic objectives and the technological resources that can be mustered in the time 

period under consideration. ·, 

This study attempts a comprehensive review of the interactions that determine 

industrial relocation by FDI. Some of the relevant factors are well known, such as the debt 

problem of some major past recipients of FDI and recent policy changes in most parts of the 

developing world favourable to foreign investors; thae require less emphasis here. Othtts and 
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less well understood, and will be given greater attention, in particular the impact technological 

change and host country industrial capabilities on FDI patterns and nows. As UNIDO states 

in a recent study, "At present, fundamental changes are occurring in the determinants and 

international patterns of foreign direct investment Dows, partly due to technological factors. 

The implications for developing countries are far reaching." {UNIDO, 1989, p.12). 

The following section reviews in some detail recent data on FDI nows. The 

essential reality is briefly stated: "Developing countries as a whole now appear to be mnning 

the risk of marginalization in any intensified process of globalimng industrial production. Real 

FDI Dows to developing countries have decreased substantially as have their share in total FDI 

outnows from developed market economy countries: since 1975 this share has exhibited a clear 

downward trend from a peak level of 41.8 per cent to only 16.8 per cent in 1986. At the same 

time a strong shift has ta.ken place in the geographical distribution of FDI nows, with Latin 

America giving way to Southeast and East Asia as the major recipient area." {Lutkenhorst, 

1988, p.221 ). 

As far as the inflow of foreign resources is concerned, a recent World Bank 

Presidects' memorandum {1989) notes thai gt FDI inftows {after subtracting profit 

remittances during 1981~7) totaled only 121 billion to the entire developing world, compared 

to grou FDI inftows of 185 billion. For seventeen highly indebted mid-income countries,' the 

figures are 12 billion and 136 billion respectively. By region ne;t foreign exchange inftows 

through FDI came to -110.5 billion for Africa, 11.6 billion for Latin America, 15.3 billion for 

developing countries in Europe, 16.0 billion for non-oil Middle East countries, and 118.3 billion 

for Alia. Oil exporting developing countries suffered a net outDow of -130.9 billion in the 

seven years. 

It has sometimes been suggested that FDI, in the form of fresh inftows or via debt 
I 

equity swaps, can relieve the debt problems of some highly indebted countries. While 

IThe seventeen "highly indebted countries" middle-income countries are: Argentina, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa IUca, Cote d'Ivoire, Ecuador, Jamaica, Mexico, Morocco, 
Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Uruguay, Venezuela and Yugoslavia. 



debt-equity sways are considered later, it is worth clarifying at the outset that future Dows of 

FDI, even under optimistic assumptions, are "UDlikely to take place on a scale sufficient to play 

a maj>r role as a funding source in the resolution of the debt aisis" (World Bank, 1989, 

para.20). Thus, the main benefits to be expected of FDI are to continue to lie in the 

"traditional" areas of technology and skill transfer, efficiency spillovers, export promotion and 

employment generation. This study is not concemed as much with the economic effects of FDI 

as with the prospects of attracting Bows of FDI in the near future; however, host country 

perceptions of its benefits do affect the Dows and will be taken into account in that context. 

The remainder of this study is organized as ilows. Section Il presents the empirical 

study of recent patterns of FDI lows. Section m to V dt:al with the various important issues 

raised for industrial relocation. In the order prese:ited, these are: issues on the "supply side" of 

FDI (conditions in capital exporting comatries, and technological and organizational factors); 

issues on the "receiving side" in developing countries (host government strategies and policies, 

and country attractiveness to FDI in terms of market si2 and macroeconomic conditions, 

industrial capabilities and infrastructure); and future strategies for developing countries to 

promote industrial relocation, in terms of entry conditions and regulations (on equity sharing, 

performance requirement, taxation), debt equity swaps, regional cooperation, attraction of 

small/medium enterprises, industrial capabilities and supporting industries/services/ 

infrastructure, promotion of local enterprises and the choice between FDI and "new forms". In 

each of .,ltese sections, the distinction between large TNCs and small and medium-Ued 

investors (including thoae from the developing countries) will be emphasized. 

Section VI concludes the study with an action programmt for UNIDO aimed at 

supporting developing country endeavoun to increase FDI inflows, es~ally those from 

smaller investon and from oth~ developing countries. 
I 

IL Empirical Analysis of FDI Flows 

[to be provided by G. Hamilton) 
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m. The nsugply Side" of FDI 

This section on the nsupply siden of FDI considers factors that ue external to 

developing host countries. These can be grouped under two broad headings: conditions in 

capital exporting countries (including the NICs that ue emerging as important foreign 

investors}, and technological and other factors affection the flow anJ composition of FDI. 

m. a. Conditions in Capital Eporting Countries 

As the previous section showed, the OECD countries ue both the predominant 

source of FDI flows and their prime destination, with their significance as destination 

increasing sharply in recent years. The evolution of their economic policies, their economic 

performance and the changing structures of their economies dearly condition the flow and 

content of FDI to developing countries. In addition, since some advanced developing economies 

(led by the East Asian NICs) are emerging as significant sources of FDI for countries in their 

proximity, their policies, perfor'"'~ce and structures ue also relevant to this iaue. While this 

study cannot go into a detailed analysis of these questions some points deserve mention. Let us 

start with developed market eeonomies. 

As far as oolicies are concerned, there is every sign that FDI nows in OECD 

couutries will continue to be encouraged, and the removal of restraints to such :Dows in areas 

where they exist (on services and utilities, or by means of exchange controls) actively pursued. 

Recent evenu in Eastern Europe are likely to lead OECD governments to adopt policies to 

favour FDI flows (and other forms of technology and service sales, as well as trade) to tho;e 

countries which punue market-oriented reform policies. At the same time, the emergence of 

"Europe 1992" is likely to aUriM.1 large amomats of FDI to Western Europe. In contrast the 

continuance of debt related problems in parts of the developing world is likely to iead to , 
intensified preuurea by investing {and aid donor) countriet for drastic policy reforms in the 

betier-<>ff indebted couutries (mainly in Latin America and parts of Alia) as a condition for 

encouragmlP,Dt of financial ilowa (indnding FDI) to them. In the least-developed indebted 

countries (mainly in Sub-Saharan Africa}, some debt forgiveneu is likely to accompany 
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pressure for policy reform and structural adjustment, restoring at least a 'minimal' base for 

encouraging FDI and lending to muntries that succeed in this difficult effort. While FDI 

outfiows are not, by their nature, susceptible to direct control by home country governments, 

the latte!!' policies do aflect investors' perceptions of risk and returns in particular regions. 

Furthermore, aid and loan packages offered to particular muntries directly impill@.e on their 

economic attractiveness. 

The current trends have confiicting implications for FDI nows to developing 

muntries. On the positive siJe, the progress of economic liberalization in the OECD muntries 

creates a favourable en'rironment for FDI nows in general, and, in the deYeloping world, to 

muntries which perform well with liberalization policies. On the negative side, developments 

in Eastern and Western Europe are likely to attract substantially larger shares of FDI and so to 

"crowd out" the developing world. The increasingly strong stance taken by OECD 

governments towards policy reforms in developing muntries is likely to affect the regional and 

country-wise distribution of FDI, with nows encouraged (by loaM, aid, multilateral support) 

to countries that have the political and economic strength to carry through structural 

adjustment packages. On this reasoning, future trends are likely to accentuate patterns of the 

recent past, with some maj>r recipients of FDI in Latin America mntinuing to IOle their share 

of new Bows, and Sub-Saharan Africa increasingly marginaliRCI, with clear exceptions of 

muntries which are able to adjust their economic structures. South East Asia as a whole is 

likely to a>ntinue its rile as a destination for FDI, but with possible &hilts at the muntry level 

if OECD policymakers adopt unfavourable attitudes to particular regimes (e.g. China). 

The perfmmpce of deYeloped capital exporting countries determines both the 

surplus available for domestic and overseas investment and their attractiveness to investor& 

from each other (and, in a amall way, from the NIC1). While the OECD as a whole seems Id 
·, 

for a fairly robust growth performance in the foreseeable future, despite current 

anti-inflationary policies in several countries, long-term differences bdween the OECD 
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countries in competitive industrial performance are bound to carry over into the future.2 This 

will affect not just their total FDI flows but also its composition (with each country 

concentrating on industries of emerging competitive strength and slowly withdrawing from 

others). For instance, the sustained, rapid rise of Japan as a foreign investor reflects both its 

overall economic performance (and its macroeconomic imbalances created by domestic and 

trade surpluses) as well as its growing technological prowess in various manufacturing and 

service activities. The relative decline of the UK reflects its long-term lag in industrial 

competitiYeneSS, counterbalanc:ed by its spread into various financial services. The US presents 

a mixed picture, with its maao imbalances and some sectoral lags in performance providing a 

powerful draw to inward FDI, but its healthy growth and service sector expansion, coupled 

with continued strength in some maj>r manufacturing industries, providing the wherewithal for 

its overseas drive (witness its recent surge into Western Europe after a relatively quiet period). 

Among the Continental countries of Europe, Germany seems set to expand abroad on a 

significant scale, driven, like Japan, by a technologically powedul industrial sector, reinforced 

now by its special role in F,astem Europe. Other strong continental economies are likely to 

continue overseas expansion, but not on the scale to be reached by Germany; Eastern Europe is 

again likely to constitute a significant magnet for their enterprises. 

After a detailed consideration of such facton, the UN Centre on TrODBnational 

Corporation's last maj>r survey of the subject concludes that: 

"... while the intensification of competition aud the change in FDI flows can be 

traced to a number of long- and short-ten actors, the main trends in the 

changing behaviour of TNCs described is best undentood aa pan of the continuing 

transnationalization of economic activity." 1 

The pace and nature of "transnationalization" in turn reflects the economic , 
performance of each country. The implications for developing host countries are again mixed. 

The growth of transnational activity in general bodes well for investments in the developing 

2Th~ factors are analyzed in OECD (1987) in the context of structural adjustment by the 
industrializM countries. 

SUN CTC (1988), p.3, emphasis added. 
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world, as does the tecent growth performance of the OECD. Shifts between the major actors 

(countries and firms) and the entry of new actors adds to the dynamism of the FDI process. 

On the other hand, the very same process suggests high rates of investment in the OECD area 

(and the socialist countries seeking to attach their economies tc it) in the near future rather 

than in most of the developing world. The expansion of industrial economies based on high 

rates of innovation and advanced technical skills (OECD, 1987} also suggests that FDI will 

require increasingly industrial structures and skills that are geared to such activities (see 

below). This makes for increasing polarization of FDI in developing countries between 

countries that can cater to high-technology, high-skill activities and those that cannot. 

The evolving structure of OECD countries supports the above points. There are 

three broad points worth noting about current patterns of structural change. First, it is 

increasingJy driven by advanced technology, based on a series of technological changes 

(information technology, robotics, new materials, bio-technology and so on, see 1''reeman and 

Peretz, 1988} which require a close interaction between basic science, research, engineering and 

production, corresponding supplies of skills and worker training, and a complex support 

structure of supplies, services and information networb and institutions. Second, the role of 

services vis a vis manufacturing is growing, but these services are largely new and high tech in 

nature, often quite capital intensive, and, in many segments, highly linked to manufacturing 

activiiy. Third, a structural development often noted with some surprise is the "descaling" of 

many industrial activities (after a long period of capital~ntensive specialization that led 

inexorably to greater economies 'jf scale and larger plant/firm size) and the emergence of small 

and medium sized enterprises as a highly dynamic innovative segment of the industrial 

economy. While not universal (the US has the most dynamic growth of small firms, Japan the 

least}, this phenomenon is of great potential significance to developing countries. , 
As far u FDI is concerned, these stmctural changes point, as noted earlier, an 

increasing sophistica&ion of investments in manufacturing; to a growing share of services in 

FDI, again with large components of high levels of technical and skill requirements (though 

other growing service activities, as in retailing, processed foods, tourism etc. do not have those 
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requirements); to the possibility of attracting efficient investments of a smaller scale than 

earlier possible; and, finally to the potential for tapping the small and medium enterprise sector 

in developed countries (not as yet heavily involved. in trdllSJlational activity, especially in 

developing countries) as sources of technology, skills and capital. 

The implications for developing host countries of technolog.ical change in industry is 

discussed. below. The growth of importance of FDI in services has been remarkable when the 

composition of flows from the major investors to developing countries is considered. For the 

seven largest OECD countries, the share of services in total FDI rose from 48% in 1981~ to 

65% in 1984-87, with the US, Japan, France and Canada showing large rj~~, and UK and 

Netherlands showing dec1ines (German figures for 1984-7 not available). While a large part of 

the US increase in service FDI was accounted for investments in Latin America/Caribbean tax 

havens, there was a genuine increase in "productive" investment in financial, insurance, 

retailing and other kinds of service activities. Some were related to the growth of 

manufacturing activity in the host countries (finance, software, consultancy), while others were 

independent of manufacturing, attracted by growing incomes, good infrastructure and location. 

Small and medium-sized foreign investors are not a new phenomenon. While they 

have always accounted for a relatively small proportion of FDI flows, their numbers have not 

been small. As a percentage of the total number of direct foreign investors, they have 

accounted for 803 in France, 783 in the UK, 583 in Canada, 433 in the US and 233 in Japan 

(UN CTC, 1988, Table 11.3). "The transnationalization of those smaller corporations appears 

to follow a gradualist path; they tend to move first into neighbouring countries or other 

countries with which there are long-1tanding links, and only later do they spread to other 

locations" (ibid, p.36-37). They are less internationally diversified that large TNCs, more 

concentrated in their choice of location, and proportionately less represent in developing 
I 

countries (iJilil). 

The economic reasons for the generally low foreign presence of smaller enterprises 

are well-known in the foreign investment literature. Small firms tend to lack the kind of 

proprietary "ownership advantages" in technology or marketing possessed by large TNCs that 
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give them a competitive edge in foreign locations. They lack the managerial and technical 

manpower that would allow them to take on large or widespread foreign ventures. Their access 

to capital markets is on less favourable terms. Their limited access to information on, and so 

higher perceived risk of, unfamiliar locations forces them to choose proximate sites. Their 

bargaining power vis a vis host governments is limited, a disadvantage in countries where there 

are tight controls on entry: they are less able to offer high technology, established brand names, 

or integration into a worldwide production or sales network. 

Despite these handicaps, small and medium sized investors offer many benefits in 

their areas of specialization. They can provide tech:!'&ology and skills of a sort often more suited 

to the needs of developing countries (i.e. less sophisticated, smaller scale, less differentiated). 

They are more willing than large TNCs to share equity, change lower fees, and transfer t!ie 

"bow why" (the basic design or innovation knowledge) rather than simply the "know how" 

(the operating result of an innovation or design). They are sometimes in the vanguard of 

technical change, and their size gives them a flexibility and nimbleness larger firms lack. 

Moreover, many small firms are closely interlinked to large TNCs as subcontractors or 

suppliers of specialized parts, components and services, and can play a valuable supporting role 

to them in developing host countries. As argued below, the lack of an adequate supplier 

network often limits the entry and spread of FDI, and this type of small foreign investor can 

help plug this important gap (Phongpaichit, 19&8). 

The recent spurt in growth of innovative small enterprises in several developed 

countries increases their value to developing host countries and also the potential for attracting 

them as investors, joint venture partners or technology sellers. Section V considers possible 

ways of tapping this potential. 

This brings the discussion to the related issue of ipvestors from deyelopin& countries 
·, 

(or "Third World Multinationals", see Well, 1983 and Lall, 1983). Total stocks of FDI held by 

develcping countries firms are not very large, though they are growing rapidly. In 1985, 

according to UN CTC (1988) estimates, they totaled 119.2 billion, around 3 per cent of the 

world's total stock of FDI, up from 13 in 1960. Data on developing country investments are 
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notoriously difficult to collect because of tight regulat:ons in many h<>me countries that forces 

iri.vestors to under-report or conceal their overseas activity. Nevertheless, the Third World 

multinational phenomenon is an interesting one from the viewpoint of. industrial relocation in 

the future, because it involve the transfer of industrial activity from the more advanced NICs 

to the less developed countries, and because it often involves low technology, low scale 

activities that are less frequented by TNCs from advanced industrial countries. Even where 

the Third World ventures involve capital or skill intensive "modern" activities, they may offer 

advantages in their greater willingness to take minority positions, source local supplies, train 

local workers and set up small-scale operations (Wells, 1983). 

A number of NICs, frnm Le.tin America and Asia, have ;nvested overseas in 

manufacturing industry. However, the pattern of activity in the 1980s has been strongly 

influenced by the economic performance of major home countries. Latin American countries 

have sharply reduced their overseas exposure (at least in recorded terms). India has also 

slowed down after an initial spurt; and, in contrast, the East Asian NICs have for~ed ahead 

with a substantial expansion of overseas manufacturing. A recent survey of FDI by Hong 

Kong, Singapore, Korea and Taiwan Province (Whitmore and Lall, 1990) shows that the total 

value of FDI by those 4 NICs in the 1980s, in South and East Asia alone, came to around 116.9 

billion (which makes the total stock of Third World FDI far larger than the figure given by 

UN CTC, quoted earlier). This may be compared to 119.6 billion for Japan in the same period 

and host countries. 

Hong Kong is the largest foreign investor of the NICs (and has long led the whole 

developing world in this activity, see Lall, 1983), accounting for around 112.2 billio11 of the FDI 

in Asia. Much of this (18.4 billion) is concentrated in Mainland China: Hong Kong accounts 

for about three quarters of FDI inflows into China, and its activity has made China the largest , 
recipient of FDI in the developing world in recent years. Hong Kong has been so active in 

relocating labour-intensive assembly activities in China that its enterprises there now employ 

about 2 million workers, more than twice manufacturing employment in Hong Kong itself. The 

export of products made in China and shipped through the colony was growing much more 
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rapidly than Hong Kcng'~ cwn manufactmed exports (Hong Kong, TDC, 1988). 

This example shows clearly the potential for industrial relocation between NICs and 

other devcloping countries. While the China - Hong Kong experience is clearly exceptional, 

very similar forces are at work in other cases. The pressures of higher labour costs, 

appreciating currencies, the need for gaining market access (by locating in countries with 

unused ex.port quotas in garments, for instance) and the search for raw materials, have led all 

the NICs to invest oversea..c;. Taiwan Province follows Hong Kong with S2.5 billion dollars of 

FDI (these are figures on approvals from the host countries, sinr.e Taiwan's own approval 

figures are gross underestimates of true outflows). Then comes Singapore with Sl.8 billion, and 

finally Korea with $412 million (Whitmore and Lall, 1990, Table 3). 

The differences in reloca.t1on propensities within the four NICs are themselves of 

interest, reBecting differen('.es in their policies, industrial strategies and structural changes. 

Hong Kong has the highest propensity to relocate partly because of its laissez faire economic 

policies and its location (next door to culturally identical China), and partly because of its high 

degree of specialization in labour·-intensive assembly of light consumer goods. This 

specialization does not allow it to deepen its industrial structure rapidly in response to rising 

wages, and its laissez faire policies do not provide its enterprises with the new skills and 

technological support needed to enter more high tech aciivities. Taiwan Province has recently 

liberalized its investment regulation and is encouraging its 1a·b0ur intensive industries to 

relocate. Its industrial structure, populated largely be small-medium enterprises, faces some of 

the same pressures as Hong Kong, but with the additional spur of an appreciating currency. 

However, Taiwan's firms have diversified considerably into skill and technology intensive 

activities, reducing the pressure to seek low-wage locations. Singapore is itself heavily 

dominated by TNCs from OECD countries, and has guided them into very capital and ·, 
tecbuology intensive activities: thus, its industrial sector is very different from Hong Kong's, 

with less pressure to relocate and less indigenous entrepreneurship to bear this pressure. In 

fact, a large pa.rt of FDI from Singapore appears to be from TNCs based there rather than from 

local enterprises. 
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These three NI~ are much larger overseas inTeSton than Korea, though Korea has 

a larger industrial sector and also suffers from rising wages and an appreciating currency. The 

reason lies essentially in Korea•s much "heavier" industrial structure, with giant conglomerate 

firms (the Chaebol) spread over a very large range of capital, Uill and technology intensive 

activities. These Chaebol do invest abroad, but are under far less economic pressure from 

rising costs than firms in other NICs because of their ability to upgrade and diversify their 

domestic activities. In fact they do not have the (very real) advantage of inTeSton form the 

other NICs of the "Chinese connection", the ethnic link which greatly facilitates information 

erchange and mutual trust in South East Asia. The absence of such a connection for Korea 

leads its firms to be more adventurous in their location, spreading rapidly from Asia to other 

parts of the developing world. 

Hong Kong enterprises have also spread beyond the Asian region to less fmiliar 

Betti.up, in Mauritius, Southern Europe and Caribbean. This is due to their longer experience 

of overseas operations, and, increasingly, the urge of many Hong Kong residents to seek foreign 

domicile. Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea have invested in developed countries, the latter two 

in somP. large-tcale operations to aasemble consumer durables near the market (and to avoid 

protectionist pressmes) or to gain access to raw materials and new technologies. Thus, Korean 

automakers, TV and microwave oven manufacturen, and Taiwanese TV and computer 

manufacturers are operating in North America and Europe; both own Silicon Valley firms as 

"antennae" to pick up technological information. Hong Kong's ventures are much smaller: in 

garments, textiles and watches. 

Developing countries can expect to continue to receive increasing amounts of NIC 

investments as the latter grow and upgrade their domestic industries. The best prOlpectl are 

dearly for the "new NICs" of South East Alia, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia (Philippines , 
is doubtful because of political uncertainties), and possibly Vietnam, China and countries of 

South Asia. But it is pollible that a momentum will build up to invest in countries in or c101e 

to Europe, and in the Caribbean basin. Whether or not such relocation takes hold in other 

NIC1 depends largely on their macroeconomic performance and emerging competitive strengths 
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m. b. Technological and Organizational Factors 

World industry is in the throes of a major technologi<..1 revolution. Scholars in 

industrial history cbancteriR it as the fifth "long ·n.ve" of economic growth (the first four 

being early mechanization, steam power and railways, electrical and hea.vy engineering and 

Fordist mass production). It is based on information and communications, and is accompanied 

by developments in software, robotics, new materials (e.g. fine chemicals and ceramics), optical 

fibres and bio-tedmology (Freeman and Peretz, 1988). The fifth wave started essentially in 

the 1980s, though its origins go back much further, and is, now making rapid imoad& into the 

dominant technologies inherited from earlier technological revolutions (third and fourth). Its 

widespread implications for industrial productivity and competitiveness mean that patterns of 

industrial relocation will also strongly influenced. 

revolution: 

The UN CTC has a succinct analysis of the changes being wrought by the current 

"The process of transition is being driven by the emergence of two forces for change. 

The first is technological in natme and stems from the development and diffusion of 

a family of technologies with the capacity to transfer both the products and the 

processes of production throughout the economic syf · 1. The development of 

information technology (IT) and its widespread application to the electronics 

complex, manufacturing and services, are the dominant technical forces in the 

current period and have already had a profound and well-publicised impact on all 

dimensions of production and competition... The cecond major force for change 

relates not to technological change, but. to organizational iDDOTation. An entirely 
I 

new approach to the organization and management of production at the intra-firm 

and inter-firm levels has emerged, initially developed and cultivated within Japan, 

but now diffusing to other countries, which streues flexibility, quality aad 

cooperation. The nature of these organizational innovationa inherently contradicts 
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the logic uid principles of the mus-production model" (UN CTC, 1988, p.42). 

The malting changes maybe considered revolutionary in that they in'tdve a shift of 

the ruling "teclmo-eoonomic paradigm" (Freeman and Peretz, 1988), affecting not just 

technologies or organizational structmes in a narrow sense, but the entire way in which the 

productive system is set up, the "oommon sense" which prevails in engineering or managerial 

terms, and the complex of supporting senice, infrastructural and training activities. Among 

'fUiou changes, the ones most relevant for FDI patterns (based on CTC, 1988, Mody and 

Wheeler, 1990, Freeman and Peretz, 1988, p.59) are: 

- reductions in CXJ1t of production, and in the labour oomponentl of costs; 

- new patterns of I01IICiDg for components and wnices, with proximity, flexibility 

and speed of :respoue becoming of dominance importance; 

- new profiles of labour skills; 

- new patterns of inftltment location as traditional comparative advantages 

- new infrastructural investments designed to provide appropriate externalities 

throughout the system and facilitate technological diffusion; 

- tendency for new innovating small firms to enter new activities; 

- tendency for large firms to concentrate in activities where microelectronics (and 

related key factors) are produced and intensively used, reinforcing their dominance in these 

secton, especially u technologies stabilize; 

- new couumption patterns for goods and services; and 

- new types of distribution, marketing and service activities. 

A number of important implications for FDI may be drawn from thae emerging , 
technological and organizational patterns. 

First, the "diminishing lignificance of inter-<:<>untry differentials in labour COit u 

the key investment incentive" (Lutkenhont, 1988, p.221) means that some activities previouly 

attracted to developing countries will no longer need to relocate away from high-wage 
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developed countries. Furthermore, the distribution of low-cost seeking FDI in deftloping 

COUDtries will be less oriented towards Jncations offering relatively unskiJJed labour and fairly 

rudimentary infrastructure (which sened well for offshore assembly of aemi-conducton or the 

sewing of garments) and more towards locations offering other advantages, described below. 

This does not mean that some traditional forms of low-wage seeking FDI (this role 

may increasingly go to NIC investon, as noted above) will die out completely, and that the 

less-industrialized developing countries will not continue to attrad the simpler forms of 

indutrial relocation. As UNIDO (1989) observes, "the IOllletimes feared 'relocation back 

North1 of industrial capacities has so far not taken place on a massive scale - although it can be 

ohlened that the ltJ:ODg Iedeployment wave of past decades from North to South is now 

tapering off" (p.10). Clearly, IODle indWJtrial relocation will not be affected for a long time to 

come by the new teclmological wave, and even activities which are prone to change will have an 

inertia which will disappear slowly. However, over the medium to long-term the most 

dynamic elements of relocation will not consist of the simple labour intemive activities 

(clothing, toys, aemkonductors, or simple conramer electIODica) of the put. 

Second, to the extent that future relocation will be based on the "fifth wave" 

technologies, the following facton will determine FDI flows to particular locations: 

- The anilability' at economical cost, of high levels of um relevant to the specific 

areas of production, design or management. The precise composition of skills required will 

depend on the industry and the elements of the production transferred, but a basic minimum 

will be highly trained production skills, some p~gineering, quality control, maintenance 

skills and management skills able to cope with emerging forms of organisation. Far more 

adnaced activities or "deeper" levels of relocation, local design, research and scientific skill 

will be crucial. A number of the requisite skills will require not just formal schooling but also , 
intensive on-lhe-job training u well u poet-aiployment education. As UNIDO (1989) 

stresses, "There is an iDCteuing awareness no that it is the education and skill level of the 

labour force which largely determine a country's competitive strength and existence, its 

capacity to adjust to new 10phisticated technologies and to reduce the economic and social 
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mm of the adjaatmeat process• (p.18). 

- Certain tnes of f11tme FDI will depend on the availability, in fairly dole 

proximity, of a nriety of supporting firms, providing components, needs, &enices 

(maintenance, machinery, soft~ coDSUltancy) and bacb.p of various kinds. Industrial 

eBicieaq increasingly requites individual firms to be bigbly specialized, with dose interaction 

with a n1Ullber of other filllll of different specializations, working in doee unison to minimiR 

inftlltory COltl (i.e. the just-in-time delivery system), delays in information flows and the 

c:om of prodlld deftlopmeat. Pmcea industries (paper, chemicals, metals, foods) of the old 

type lla.e ielatiftl1 limited needs of tJlil sort, and FDI in these will continue to be ddennined 

by traditional con, market and material-npply factors. New industries in the elecironic, 

electrical and mechanical engineering fields (these fields are becoming i.nCiealingly merged), on 

the other hand, are higbl1 prone to the economies of specialization, in these areas, the new 

wave locatiom offering eBicieat support 8J'lteml will be fawmed over others. 

- In addition to the npport provided bJ other firms, new FDI will also require a 

mport network of phniql. infnrmttional and Whnologiql aenjc:es. The need for eBicient 

power, trauport and, above all, commllllicatiom for 'Dew wave' industries hardlJ needs 

emphalia. What ii less well undentood ii the need for a network of institutions which, in 

Freeman and Penu'I (1988) words, allow •appropriate externalities" to be generated. Thu 

new technologies need 'public goods• like evolving standards, basic research, testing and qualit:-

control facilities, technological information banks, relevant univenitJ linkages, and so on, in 

order to function ef&ciendy over the long term. While a certain lm!l of FDI can proceed with 

a minimal tedmological infranructme of this sort, its cleepening and "1trmag roots" locally 

neceuarily calla for a compleE 1JStem of this sort. Local production facilities will increuingly 

andenake design ucl testing of ftfJ high qnality products which cannot be clone by one , 

enterprile in ilolatioD. Thu, FDI will gravitate to locations where the nece:IArJ externalities 

already exist. 

- Two tnes of economies exist in tbe new technologies: traditional economies of 

scale arising from large wlumes of production of 1tandardired products (e.g. couumer 
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electmnics or memory •cmpsi!) and. in contrast, ecoaomies of scope arising from the ahilit7 '° 
udertake & ftriely of diflelent but related tasks &t fairly small volumes of prod11dion, ming 

fleDble automation and oomputer-aided manufacturing. Both types of economies will haft 

their own specific location requiremellts. Large .ahunes of production, aimed &t local or 

beign markets, require extremely reliable wo:ki>rce, infrastructure, government support and a 

fa~e loeation. Flmble prodJlction t;;qllires Mgh quality communication, proximity to 

castomen, and very high leYel prodllction and design skills. Both need very reliable support 

networb and the abilit7 to absorb JmNlern cqanizational firms. 

Third, the impact of rapid technological change OD corporate strategies in the 

ldftacal indutrial countm imposea its own locational needs OD FDI. The growing need -

very eqw:nsiye, mearch and development (R & D) activities to support futme eqJUllioD Im 

led to the adaptation of global mategi ;1 by leading firms "designed to penetrate 

limultaneouly the world11 maj>r market with new or u~ products in order to amortise 

large fixed R & D expenditures•. (UN CTC, 1988, p.57). This ii a break from the more 

iaaemeatalilt expansion strategies followed earlier, and reqaiiel firms to keep a presence in 

large markets (rather than in low-colt locations). The acale of R & D have also forced man7 

firms to enier into cooperatiu l!!'Mm"ents to share the risk of technology development and 

to benefit from crou-fertilisaton and the public goods (leakage) upedl of other firms' 

research. In 101De cues, this lw led to complete "intemalia.tion" of markets bJ a firm 

merging with or acquiring a competitor in order to acquire its technological wets, causing a 

diminution of tec:Juaol<>gJ flows to unrelated parties. 

AJ the UN CTC (1988) report notel, international joint-ftlltmes, mergen and 

other cooperath·e arrangements haYe been around for 10JDe time. But the 'Dew wan' 

tedmologies have given a maj)r boOlt to such apangemeatl in forms that did not exiR 

pmiouJ.7 (e.g. pint research, sublidised by goummenta, by the largest TNC. in frontier 

areu of tedmolou'). Thi• lw iacrcued inter-firm linkages in wa71 that may threatea 

competition. It bu also reinforced the preference for investing in the richer, more aclnaced 

and technologically better endowed locatiou. 
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Another strategic respoue to eme1:ging tedmological trends lw been for TNC. to 

emplauise access to large domestic mphh in developing CX>UDtries as a measue to iedace rlsb 

(Lutkeallont, 1988). T1ris strategy a>Yen several dill'erent CX>UDtries so tllat total riU ii 

greatly reduced by di..enificalion. 

Fiully, the current technological transbmation has led to a proliferation of 

DOIH!qllity c•nes•) forma of foreign participation, especially in less nluable tedmo!ogies and 

bJ small and medium-med enterprises from cleYeloped CX>UDtries (Oman, 1984). While opening 

up new aweaues for induatrial n!locatioll in tbe developing world, it also reinim:es the loc:atiCHl 

1U1e1 of the type DO&ed above, in that non equit7 forma inwlving the 'new waft' technologies 

cu be utililled elfectiftly mly be coatriel wbich already have high levels of ind111trial 

mmpetence and npport ltmdmes. Furthermore, much of tbe spread of small and medium 

entelpriles is in lelpODle to FDI bJ larger TNC. to wllom they ad as supplien in their home 

coutriel-. The maJJer firms then duster amad their principals in new locationl to pIOYide a 

1apport Qllem of bigla technical sopJliltication, but the location depends on factors relennt to 

die plincipala. 

The upshot of all these tedmological and organizational changes is dear. The 'new 

waft' FDI will increuiDgl7 concentrate on holt countries that offer advanced production, 

technical ICieatific and muagmal lkilll, infrastrudure, broad technological npport, cleYeloped 

supplier networks, excellent faTOUrable locations and, pouibly, large internal markets. 

Needleu to aay, all this baa to go with low relative OV'erall COits, political stability, efficient 

bmeauc:racy and good macroeconomic performance. 

ID tbe deYeloping world, this greatly streagthena the tendency, noted earlier, of FDI 

to CODCeDtra&e on a few locations which are already ind111triall1 advanced, have rela&iftl7 high 

Inell of inmme, are well muaged in economic. terms and have their own technological , 

d7J1•mi1m. FDI baa alwa71 been fairly aelective in itl flows, ud baa traditioDa117 gravitated to 

tbe better-off economies (with the omou exception of resource-extradion inveatmeatl ). The 

current technological ch•nges will reinforce this, dampening hopes railed in tbe 1970's of a 

"new intenWional division of labour" baaed on offshore auembly in low-wage areu. It will 
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also differeatiate Uaaeumgly betweea middle-income cleveloping C011DU:ies, at leut u far u 

es:pod-uiented actiYities ue COllCelaed; away from coantries witllout adnnced U:il1a ud 

npport iyltem to thole with such IJlleml, i.e. from Ole less to the more dynamic NICa. 

Traditional bms of ml will not, .. noted, disappear: low-wage seeking 

mftltments will coatinae in smnl actiTities, as will old-fashioned im.port-111bltituting 

iaftltmeatl behind high protectift barriers. However, these are likely to diminish in 

lipjficuu:e beside investments hued OD 'Dew waft' technologies (which will also spread into 

older techaologies ), and in ielatima to in'ftltments which ue less highly pmtected (policy 

iegimes ia llOlt coutries ue amideied below): and efficient 'new waft' iBdutries will 

graYitate to coutries already well down OD tile "leanling cane• of industrial capahilitiel. •i. 

cm.qaence, tile )M>Oler cleveloping coutries wid find themselftl in a Yiciou circle. Left uide 

by beip inftltan becaase of tlseir not meeting tile iequirements i>r technologically more 

adYanced _production, the, will be largely exd1lded from the onl7 realistic 10U1Ce of 

techJdogical upgrading, m, beip inftltmellt•. (UNilJO, 1989, p.24). The followiJlg 

lediou limplifJ the fadon that affect tile ability of cou.tries to attract FDI and policy ilnes 

ariling from the discaaion 

IV. De •Beqiyig Side• of FDI in Dmloping Coptries 

Thia lediou reviews the ability of deYelopiDg coutries to attract FDI UDder the 

iJl1owiJlg headings: polic:iel towards FDI; ecoDO!llic conditiODI in deYeloping C011Dtries; aad 

iDclutrial capabilities in holt countries. 

IV. L Polici• Towards FDJ 

•Changes in the goveiameat policies of c\"eloping coutries toward FDI in the put 

fift Je111 baYe confirmed and ltreagthened an already apparrat trend towards liberalization of 

inward FDI regulation. Couolidatioa of tbi1 attitude i1 1hOT1D both by the extent of regulation 

chuges and by their wide diffusion tbrougbo11t the deYeloping world... Countries seek 

primarily to encourage inward FDI by reducing obltaclel, restrictiou and requiremen\I aad by 
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grating guarantees and incenti'tes; the effort to control its various manifestationl or effects 

becomes relatiftly less important u an aim of FDI regulation". (UN C'l'C, 1988, p.262). 

This widespread moft to welcome FDI marks a change from the 1960s and 1970s 

wllen foreign investor- tended to be regarded with suspicion, their superior teclmology and 

lkiJls often taken to be threats to indigenous development and their integrated production 

structue to be channels of tax evasion. Tlae ample Dow of bank credit in the 1970s permitted 

cleveloping countries to oftrlook the potential for capital transfer by FDI. The general p'Dllllit 

of indutrialisation by protected, inward-oriented strategies concealed many strategic 

hlefficiencies, and aim Uuluc:ed foreign affiliates to participate in a process which generated 

1D01e rents than dJDUDic and competitift growth. 

With the omet of the debt crilia (and the accompanying recession) in many 

clevelopng comatries, attitudes to FDI altered dramatically. But it was not jasf the debt 

burden which was lb agent of change. It had become widely recognized over the 1980'& that 

eq>ort-oriented industrialization strategies were more condudve to sustained, efficient 

indutrial growth than previous inward-looking strategies, and the FDI could play a valuable 

role iw: promoting such growth. The acc:eleration of technical change in industry led many 

countries to realize that they needed much more foreign technology to overcome the large gaps 

that had appeared in their competitiveness. Moreover the awareness grew that simply 

importing new equipment and licences did not always lead to efficiency: improved managerial, 

technical and engineering Uills were also required. Since TNCs were generally the major (and 

in 101De very advanced technologies the only) sources of new technology, and were equipped to 

pnmde the entire padage of knowledge capabilities and training, even countries without 

preuing debt problems and with traditionally hoatile attitudes to FDI (India and China are the 

belt eumples) amended their policies in this area. ~ generally more favourable attitude to the 

prin.te sector, supported by privatization programmes in some countries, strengthened this 

tendency. 

The generally warmer climate for FDI did not, however, mean that all developing 

countries adopted "open door" policies. A great deal of variation remained in regulations 
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concerning foreign entry; more importantly, the interpretation and implementation of 

regulations varied greatly (UN ere, 1988, p.263). Some of the differences lay in inherited 

attit11des and ideologies that sharply circnmsaibed the role that foreign investors oould play: 

India, for instance, still insists on 60% local equity holding in all but a few exc:eptiona! cases, 

and, despite liberalization and streamlining, still has a tight screening process which has kept 

FDI inflows down to very small levels (approvals rose from under SlO million per annum in the 

1970'& to around SIOO to Sl60 million per annum in the late 1980's, but these are tiny 

oompared to inf1ows in South East Asia). 

Some differences are accounted for by indigenous strategies of, and success with, 

technology development. Countries that have made major progress in building up domestic 

capabilities, while hemming more attractive as investment locations, oould afford to be more 

selective on foreign entry. Thus, Korea adopted, in its early stages of industrialization, a 

highly nationalistic strategy (on the Japanese model} which kept FDI inflows tightly 

constrained. It built up its chaebol tr a oommanding position in domestic industry and export 

trade, S11pport1ng them with a variety of interventions (Lall, 1999): they have now reached a 

position of strength such that recent liberalization (since 1984}, while increasing FDI inflows 

somewhat, does not challenge their industrial dominance. Some countries, like Brazil, while 

keeping to a well-established policy of welcoming FDI, have restricted foreign entry in secton 

(e.g. "informatics") marked out for indigenous technology development. 

In sum, the interaction of different strategies, traditions and bureaucratic efficiency 

have resulted in a map of the Third World which still shows high level of variation in policy 

regimes facing foreign investon (detailed review is given in UN CTC, 1988, p.268-79). Apart 

from conditions for entry, concerning specified equity shares, permitted sectors, localization 

conditions, expurt requirements, and the like, thqe are major differences with respect to 

iavestment incentives given to foreign investors. While there is general CODSelllus that 

long-term, underlying economic conditions are a more important determinant of FDI location 

than short-term incentives, "the impact of investment incentives on the investor's rate of 

return may be quite important when compared with the levels of effective protection that many 
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investors in both developed and developing countries enjoy. Thus, while any individual 

incentive measure may have a small effect, the cumulative effect of all incentive measures 

granted by a host country may be substantial". (Guisinger, 1&86, p.170). Note here that 

"incentives" are defined more widely than tax incentives, to cover all policies that affect firm 

profitability. 

Even when incentives given by different countries cancel themselves out, there is a 

classic "prisoner's dilemma" that it is still worthwhile for an individual country to offer 

incentives to attract a larger share of available FDI. Many efforts have been made to curtail 

competitive incentive package by developing countries, but so far with limited success (ibid). 

This is true despite - or perhaps because of - evidence that more liberal policies and more 

generous concessions to FDI have not halted the move away from developing to devel~ped 

countries. To quote the conclusions on recent policy changes reached by the UN CTC (1988): 

" ... there is no conclusive evidence as to the actual impact of liberalization policies 

on the nows of FDI and technology. Available information in Latin American 

would suggest that no spectacular changes in those nows can be expected as a result 

of the more favourable rules applied. Tb.ose changes may perhaps facilitate the 

execution of investment or technology transfer plans, but are less likely to determine 

the initial decisions to invest or transfer technology. Existing studies on tax 

incentives have demonstrated that in a significant proportion of cases they have a 

limited impact on the investment-decision process. Conversely, the actual effect on 

FDI of the presence of limitations and restrictive policies has never been clearly 

established. The general and specific conditions prevailing in the world economy 

and in the country concerned along with the strategies of particular THCs •~1111 to 

have been the major determining factoQ of investment and technology fk\w&. The , 
measures of liberalization may then be seen primarily as signals addreased to TNCa, 

to attract their attention, as it were." (p.279). 

No doubt the trend to move welcoming policies creates an initial necessary condition 

for the encouragement of FDI inflow&, but it is by no mean& a 1ufficient condition. In view of 
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the technological and often su~~y-lide factor reviewed above, and various other demand-side 

factors to be discussed below, it may be safely concluded that policy reforms on FDI u 
themselves are unlikely to have much impact of industrial relocation in developing countriet=. 

Any noticeable impact must result from a combination of appropriate policies with broader 

economic, technological and strategic considerations. 

IV. b. Economic Conditions in De9eloping Countries 

FDI fiows are extremely sensitive to economic conditions in recipient countries, and 

the events of the 1980's have brought its sensitivity into sharp focus. As the World Bank's 

Presidents memorandum (1989) on the subject states: 

"The decline in FDI fiows to developing countries after 1982 occurred for several 

reasons. The debt crisis precipitated an erosion of confidence in developing 

countries' creditworthiness and att~veness as investment sites, and recession and 

continuing macroeconomic instability in many developing countries further 

undermined investor confidence in these economies. Much FDI has been orieited 

toward producing for local markets, so that stagnation and macroeconomic 

iBstability provided further disincentives to new investment. So did the decrease in 

attractiveness of large, resour~ projects after 1981; pan of i.he sharp rise and 

decline in flows to developing countries can be attributed to FDI fiows to 

oil-producing countries. For non-oil developing countries, FDI fiows peaked at 

about 115 billion in 1981, fiuctuated at Sn billion until 1986, and then rose to 114 

billion in 1987, largely 81 a result of dollar depreciation. Finally, profitability has 

improved in developed country markets and this has caught investon' attention. 

The decline of the dollar since 1985 has induced a significant inflow of foreign 
I 

investment into the United States to purchase land and other assets and create new 

capacity. Moreover, anticipation of a large internal market within the EC by 1992 

is also stimulating investment in Europe by domestic and foreign firms. However, 

81 demonstrated by recent pickups in FDI flows noted above, it is important to 
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remember that the factors that have constrained FDI flows to developing countria 

during the 1980s are not immutable features of the world economy or of the 

economies of individual developing or developed countries. Indeed, the variations in 

the rate of FDI inflows aaoss countries are at least as striking as the va-iations over 

time." (p.3-4). 

The variation between developing countries just noted have arisen, in this context, 

from differences in their macroeconomic management (especially of external debt, but also of 

internal inflation and exchange rates); their other economic policies (price controls, taxes, 

attitudes to the private sector, intellectual property rights, labour laws and conditions, stability 

of incentives and so on); their political stability; and their anticipated economic and export 

performance. The diminishing flow has i>e'!Jl directed increasingly at countries that had a 

stable, transparent and predictable environr.,ent with good prospects for overseas investors to 

earn and repatriate healthy returns and to integrate the new locations into their global strategy 

as determined by technological and market factors. These are well-known factors in the FDI 

literature, and need little emphasis here. They are taken up again in Section V in the 

discussion of future strategies (specific policies such as debt~uity swaps are also taken up 

there). 

One aspect of economic policies that needs special attention is their ~ 

orientation. As mentioned earlier, ~here has been a growing disillusionment among developing 

countries and development economists with the experience of inward-looking industrialization 

policies. Much of FDI in manufacturing ~as traditionally gone into imj)Ort-tubstituting 

ventures, generally protected by high barriers from world competition and in a high proportion 

of cases unable to achieve the levels of efficiency required to enter global competition. Some 

cases do exist, especially in the industrially advpced countries (Brazil and Mexico, for 

instance), of import substituting foreign ventures becoming major exporters when given 

adequate incentives, access to competitive inputs, an appropriate support structure and the 

oppo1tunity to reap scale economists (e.g. in the automobile industry). However, these are the 

exceptions which serve to show how much has to be done beiore inward-oriented regimes can 
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transform themselves into competitive ones. 

Since almost all developing countries now aim to promote manufactured exports, 

and look to FDI as an importan~ mechanism to boost such exports, it is important to bear in 

mind the consequences of this change on FDI prospects. First, there will clearly be an •adding 

up• problem. Given the total size of markets for particular manufactures (and given 

mnstraints placed on imports of these from developing countries), every country cannot hope to 

become a major exporter. But other problems may arise long before the demand constraint is 

reached in most developing countries: essentially, their infrastructures, skill endowments, 

industrial support systems, and market sizes (quite apart from the economic conditions noted 

earlier) simply make dynamic export activity unfeasible. And current supply-Gde 

developments raise this feasibility for a large majority of developing countries: only a select few 

can hope to attract export oriented investments of the 1new wave'. 

This creates a dilemma for FDI policy in the non-NIC developing countries which 

many analysts have not faced squarely. H highly protected, import-611bstituting foreign 

investments of the old type are really "out" for most developing countries, because of sagging 

domestic markets or in order to restructure industrial competitiveness, future flows of FDI will 

be even more skewed geographically than before, with a higher concentration on the few 

locations that are "efficient" and well located. The very process of liberalization which, by 

reducing protection and lowering barriers to FDI, is recommended in the interests of efficiency 

and structural adjustment will serve to squeer.e further the inflows of foreign investment and so 

hamper the adjustment. This is because simply reducing protection and "getting prices right" 

may not be enough in most countries to provide (immediately or even in a s.iort period of time) 

the enhancement .Jf skills, capabilities, support systems, etc. needed to attract export-oriented 

FDI. No amount of policy reform directed at foreim investors (better investment codes, faster 

procedures, li~al treatment, tax holi:lays) or at macroeconomic variables (inflation, wages, 

ex:change rates) is likely to offset structural economic weaknesses. Yet this seems to be the 

assumption in policy advice coming from various sources (for instance, · .~World Bank, 1989). 

This does not mean that countries should abort necessary economic reforms simply 
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to attract FDI. Nor does it simply that no new FDI will be attracted to reforming countries. 

Some reforms will enable "slack" in the existing structure to be taken up with efficient activity, 

in the sense that existing industries with miexploited export potential will be able to expand if 

policy barriers (say, in access to world-priced inputs) are removed. Some industrial 

capabilities will develop simply in response to healthier incentives, especially in countries (like 

India) where a substantial education base exists. There will still be scope for 

import-111bstituting FDI, even if lower protection than before is given, and current 

privatization programmes in sectors with natural monopoly (e.g. power generation in Pakistan) 

will attract foreign capital. Moreover, FDI in the older type of cheap labour seeking adivities 

will continue, (as China shows with Hong Kong investments), and can be facilitated by setting 

up or enlarge export processing zones (Lutkenhorst, 1988). 

It must also be noted that the adoption of export oriented industrial strategies does 

not imply a laissez faire economic policy. A number of interventions, both functional (aimed at 

improving the workings of skills, technology or capital markets) and selectift (aimed at 

promoting and protecting strategic sectors), may c:oexiat with export orientation. Indeed the 

experience of the medium-sized NICs suggests (see Lall, forthcoming) that the mcceu of their 

export-oriented strategies in a rapidly diversifying range of industries depended crucially on 

such interventions. If policy reforms are devised to include efficient interventiQDI, ff1Wielly to 

speed up the develqpment of industrial capabilities in selected strategic activities (of which, 

more below), it may well be possible to attract FDI in aubstantial volume while cbnging the 

thrust of the trade regime. 

These qualificatiom dilute to IOllle extent the dilemma posed by the association of 

FDI and import substitution in developing countries. They do not, unfortunately, get rid of it 

altogether. The number of potential host countries to export-oriented FDI tlW have "slack" 
I 

in modern industticsl capabilities is still fairly limited. Further import-aubltitution and 

privatization may be similarly circumscribed; in any case, efficient impon-t~bstituuon in 

principle requires the same highly developed 1kil11 and systems that export-orientation does, 

and the promotion of other forms of investment are highly undesirable. Where new 11dlll and 
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iDclulria.I QStems ba..e to be developed, the gaining of competitiYeDess and tile attraction of 

"new n..e• FDI will necessarily take time. Selecti..e and functional intenentions can be 

sua:essfally mounted only some countries, and require, apart form long gestation periods, 

efficient administrations, dear objectives, political strength and bureauaatic honesty -

elements often lacking in aaany developing countries. 

In sum, the changing economic en'Vironment of the 1980's bas brought to tlae fore 

many problems with industrial relocation via FDI. Those arising &om the debt crisis, recession 

and political instability are the ones that attracted most attention. These affect FDI flows to 

IOIDe countries that were preriously major destinations, and also to many others that were 

always peripheral to overseas investon: in this, they partly distorted and partly strengthened 

underlying propensities generated by the technological forces shaping FDI. There were other 

changes that are less publicized in relation to FDI. The general shift fro:n protected, 

inward-<>riented policies to more outward-looking ones, whether induced by strudural 

adjutment programmes or, more gradually, by governments under their own volition, is likely 

to raise the skeneu of FDI. With 1101De exceptions, (such as China), the ongoing strategic 

shift will, in the medium term, direct more flows to countries best placed to take advantage of 

new teanologies. Other countries may benefit in the longer term, if they are able to mount 

mategies that bring their capabilities to the minimum levels required by emerging tedmdogies 
. 

and organizational forms. 

IV. c. Indutrial Capabilities in Hott Countries 

The industrial capabilities that are relevant to the attraction of FDI are thme that 

determine the skills available to Jirotpective invenon directly, as well as thOle affecting the 

ef&cieacy of local suppliers, couultanta, service firms and the physical and technological 
·, 

infrastructure. In a general aeue, therefore, the level and efficiency of development of the 

domestic indutrial 1trudure, including a thriving locally-owned sector and a network of 

npporting public or private institutions, indicates the availability of the capabilities that caa 

allow foreign investors to let up competitive modern facilities. 
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There are several ways in which industrial capabilities in developing CX>11Dtries can 

be meumed. The siae and length of existence of the industrial sector is an obvious indicator. 

hcnrever, it does not capture the efficiency factor. Large industrial sectors may be 

technologically backward, and, if highly protected, may possess the wrong kinds of skills and 

attitudes needed for •new wave• investments from a.broad. Moieover, they may operate with 

very low levels of technical proficiency if the human capital base is inadequate. Export 

peli>nnance in manufactures is another possible indicator. While aeating a strong 

piesumptio.n in favour of industrial efficiency, it has to be analyzed further to show whether 

exports actually embody high levels and diversity of lggl skills, whether local enterprises (and 

so local technical effort) are invobed, and the •depth' to which local capabilities have 

developed. 

A more direct measure of industrial capabilities is the human capital structure 

created by a CX>11Dtry11 education and training system, and the extent of technological effort 

undertaken locally in terms of R Ii D expenditures. In combination with data on industrial 

pmcluction and export performance, these figures can provide sound indicaton of how 

well~ particular countries are to attract FDI in the future. 

It may be relevant here to consider Tables and , containing two sets of data 

(taken from Lall, forthcoming) on investments in human capi\al and formal technological effort 

in a sample of NICs, "new-NICs" and one Sub-Saharan African country (Kenya). The table 

on human capital shows that the two larger East Asian NICs, Korea and Taiwan Province, 

which haw arguably the best industrial performance in the Third World (in terms of industrial 

growth, diversity, ·depth, competitiveneu and indigenous participation), also made the highest 

investments in the creation of worker (secondary and vocational education) and higher level 

(especially scientific and technical schools) skills. The two smaller NI Cs, Bong Kong and 
'1 

Singapore, have VetJ high levels of umpecialir.ed worker training (secondary schooling) but less 

vocational training, and fairly high levels of high level technical training. However, Hong Kong 

clearly lags in the latter behind Singapore, reflecting its more specialized and "lighter" 

industrial stru:ture. Singapore, while highly dependent on FDI for technological inputs, has io 
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pmYicle laigll letel eagiJleeriDg manpower to mable beip affiliates to mo.e into W!CJ skill ud 

tec:hD()logy intensiw areas. 

Of the luger NICs, Mmco has a dear lead in la111DU capital, while India and Bruil 

are far behind. All three c:outries nffer from large areas of inefliciency in ind11SUJ (combined 

willa pockets Gf efliciency ud dynamian), and a compuisoa with tile lugs East Asian sllows 

IMnr far tJae.r ha.e to go if they are to bring the geaenl leftl of indastrial performance to tlleir 

lelels. India and Brull seem to operate large pans of tlleir extremely diwne indutrial 

ltndlRI with ftSJ low inpm of tedmical Uills; in particalar, hldia'I YOC&1ional traiaing lag 

nggests W!CJ low letels of worker competence. Similarly, Kenyan data sbow graphically tile 

kind of skill lap nffeaed by African c:outriel: and Kenya. is a star peri:Jnlla in the mated of 

S•b-Salwan Africa. 

The figmes in Table do not take into aa:out nda important fadon u tile 

quality of education, completion rates at school or Diftnity, the relenac:e of the carricalum 

or the extent of pon-emPoymeat training given to worken. It is likely that tllele 

COllliderationl W01lld inaeue the lead of the East Asian coantries (Lall, 1990). The quality of 

education and completion rates tend to be better in F,ut Alia, while Korean and Singaporean 

workers receift large amounts of training (on.-the-j>b and in formal coanes). The Latin 

American countries also baw various training programmes but India and Kenya, as well as the 

new-NICI {Indonesia and Thailand), seem to lag in the respect. 

Tuming DOW to R & D effort in the NICI, Table Ida out total R & D, R It D in 

the productive sector aad R It D financed by procludiye enterprises, as percentages of GNP. It 

also lhcnn the ratio of scientists and engineers inwbed in R It D to total population. Japanese 

figures are given for comparilon. While formal R It D i1 not an accura~ measure of total 

technological effort in induatries and it does not measure the level of development of the 
·, 

technological infrutructure, it does provide a rough indication of both. The former i1 

particularly related to R It D financed by productive enterprises, lince at advanced levell of 

industry formal R It D in the firm becomes neca1ary to ablorb new technology u well u to 

genera&e it. All the measures 1hown in the table may be indicaton of the level of development 
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of. technological iafnsmactue. 

ne two larger Eut Asian NICI apill stud Otlt, witll Korea iJl tile lead b7 mcJlt 

meuues. Its higller degree of self ieliaac:e ud greats emplaasis on laeaYJ iadast17 laave 

weaitated tlais higll lerel of R tit D to establish intern.atioul COIBlielitiYeneSS. Tlais has, iJl 

t'Ull, giftll Korea aa imprellift bue of capabilities to ablorb, build 1lpOll and ewea ilulonte oa 

a ruge of modem tedmiqws. Otlaer NICI lag well behind, tlleJ m&J tllm be able to receift 

wl operate new technologies by FDI, b1lt not to deYelop it futl8 Oftr a bmad spectrum. 

Siwppcwe, despite its ftrJ laigla reliaac:e oa TNC tedannlolJ, iaftltl more IDOllf:1 and Kiatific 

111&11power tlaaa tile larger NICI. It is tJais capahilitJ wlUdl is iadamg TNCI to llaift some 

imlontift actiYitia to Singapore. 

T11ese tables are OD17 illutratiYe, but tiler aene to 11Jlderline two importallt points: 

figt, llllOllg the NICI, the iec:ord of nca!ll ia U.Orbing and ef&cieatl7 deploying iad.uial 

tecbologies is highlJ correlated witll @rts to de!elop local canabilities. HealtJl7 capahOities 

deftlop &om aa illtendion of inceatiws (export Olientatica, bat combined witll inteneatiolll 

to plOled learning pIOC1'.llel ill dillicalt technc>logiel) witll lkill aeatioa ud technological 

effort (these also requiring goYeDUDellt intenentioll to overcome •market failures• ill capital, 

education and information markets). The very same bale of capabilities deYelopecl to deal witll 

ple9iou technologies will sene to ablorb aew technologies ill the future (whether througla FDI 

or b7 al~tiYe means depeading on the country'• strategies). 

Sec:opd, the dm!lopment of ind111trial capabilities is not emlJ distrilnded, be&ween 

the NICI or in the Third World at large. It has depeaded on large, eo1tl1 inYestments, in 

illfrutructme, education, research and illltitution building, on the effectiftllal of goftrmlleDt 

interYeationl in these acti't'ities, u well u on the pro't'ilion of appropriate incentiYe 1tnact.ure1. 

Jn new of the long gestation periods iDVolYed jp . capability deYelopmeat aad the inherent , 
complaities of policy support, it i1 unlikel7 tJw the bue of capabilities needed to attrad •new 

waTe" FDI will change dramatically. It lw to be a tlow· jnqemental oroceg in which put 

performance 1trongl7 influences future growth. Thi1 reinforces the condulion reached in the 

dilCUlion of policies that liberalization speuures ("getting prim right") by tbemaelves will not 
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peatlJ alter tile pattern of FDI Bows. Tile c:outries wbidl haft clone well ill tile put will 

coatia11e to do well in tile mtme, ud, ;. the longer term, IOllle lesl-illdutriamed coutriel 

will become ma.Pr FDI locatiou if they build up their skills and support systeml (tile policy 

implic:aticm are disaused m tile fOllowing section). 

The disamioa IO far Jw ltieued education, training and teduaological efi>rt. It 

aeed lwdl7 be said tit.at physical infrastructpre cleftlopment is an equall7 important part of 

bnilding IWiODal capabilities. The ligllificanc:e of high-qualit7 communications, trwport, 

power Rppl.7 ud otJau 11lilities are well bcnrn to all policy makers. Whal ma7 need emplwil 

ii tlle need b institution baildilg ill tills context. Eflickst.17 functioning markeU need a 

ftlietJ of iutil1atiolll to support them: ill the tdmini'Fl!!tift spherew iutitutioDI to deliftr 

el&cient proa!lling of necellllJ formalities, appropriate regulation to eDl1IIe that moaopoly 

power is not created or abued, fair tu collection, trwpuent and stable policy regimes, and 

tlle abilit7 to take unpopular measmes where necemry (e.g. ease.out declining indutriel); in 

die ter1gn1Qg,y sphere, iutitutiolll to provide •public gooc11• nch as information Ion, 

ltalldardl, buic march, linbgel between indutrJ and uiftllities, exteDlioD lenic:a to 

llDall and medium enterprise, collaborathe efforts between inditidual enterprilel where 

economies of ICale or rilkineu of research require this; in the labour field, institutions to 

promote labour training and retraining, ensure labour mobility, hold dowr. restric&ive practices; 

in tire financial field, iutitutiou to mobilize and encourage savings, allocate them economically 

but while npponing high risk actitity with long-term payoffs, meet the needs of 11naDer 

borrowers. The lilt could be much further extended. 

It ii evident tha& institution building and capability development ue clotely 

intertwined. The complexity of skills, bowledge support structures and administrative 

back-up needed for industrial development can be ,PfOYided only if appropriate imtitutional 

structures emerge. Some may emerge autonomouly, under pressure of market forces or by 

cooperative action by indutrialilts, workers or bankers. However, this may be imuf&ciellt, or 

may take too long: in this case, governments have to step in to set up or support iutitutional 

development. Other iutitutiou fall 1Wurall7 within the government'• purview: they are 
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CIOllcened with the formulation and implementation of policies or deals with public goods which 

printe bodies haYe no incentiYe to supply. 

It is generally acknowledged that the worst market failures in capability 

development occur in human capital and technology development (Stiglitz, 1989). Private 

agents tend to underinvest or invest wmngly in skill deYelopment or building technological 

capabilities because of uncertainty, lack of foresight, lack of information, externalities (lack of 

approprialility of a firm's inYeStments in tiaining or R ck D), and complementarities (one 

finn's investments are productiYe only if other enterprises also invest). Thia is the kind of 

market failme which government intenentiona in NICs like Korea was designed to overcome 

(Pack and Westphal, 1986). 

This concludes the discussion of factors on the recipient side affecting relocation via 

FDI. It must be admitted that the pictme that emerges is not very reassuring for much of the 

developing WCiild. It is likely that the traditional ninequityn in FDI flows to developing 

countries, recently exacerbated by macroeconomic developments and technological progrea, 

will persist or increase. Some recent policy changes may offset this slightly by removing 

administrative obstacles in the way of foreign investments, but other may strengthen it (by 

offering lower levels of protection). More importantly, policy reforms will, at best, have a very 

gradual effect on the basic determinnnt of the ability to attract "new waven FDI - industrial 

capabilities. For some time to come, therefore, industrial relocation will continue to favour the 

better-off, industrially more advanced, developing countries. A few newcomers will join the 

fortunate group, but a large number of less developed nations will continue to lie outside the 

dynamics of relocation. But the picture is not static: progress, however slow and difficult, must 

continue, and policies must be geared to long-term objectives. 

, 

y. Fuipre Siratgies and Policy Implications 

This section outlines some of the policy implications of the earlier analysis. It is 

arranged under the following headings: entry conditions; debt-«iuity swaps; attraction of small 

and medium enterprises; regional cooperation; promotion of local enterprises; and the 
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deYelopment of industrial capabilities. 

V. a. Entry Conditions 

Host countries have to do more than adopt a hospitable attitude to foreign 

investors. Apart from offering a stable and promising economic and poli~ical environment, 

governments should pay close attention to the regulatory framework and procedures adoi>ted 

towards prospective investon. 

"The transparency of FDI regulations is important, since investon need to know in 

advance how host regulations will be applied to such particular investment. If there is a high 

degree of variability in the interpretation of these regulations, or if it is necessary to obtain the 

approval of multiple host government agencies (which may disagree among themselves), than 

an otherwise hospitable host country environment will remain unattractive. Steadiness in the 

FDI regulations is also important to investon: uncertainties created by constantly changing 

FDI regulations can be a significant deterrent to FDI flows adding to the normal commercial 

rlsb of doing business plus additional uncertainties by virtue of being foreign to the host 

country. Consequently, those host countries that exhibit not only hospitable but also 

transparent and stable FDI policies provide investon with especially attractive conditions for 

FDI. These conditions extend to the tre.atment of eq>atriates, and include timely approval of 

work permits for reasonable durations". (World Bank, 1989, p.13). (Emphasis added). 

Among entry conditions that particularly affect FDI are: controls on foreign 

exchange transactions (governing import of inputs and payments of dividends, royalties or 

principal); investment incentives (which may cancel out between countries but still affect the 

choice between them); subsidies for training or borrowing; effective rates of protection against 

imports (as noted, this widely-used tool for industrialization is not generally recommended if it , 
leads to inefficient import substitution and inadequate capability development); access to 

world-price inputs (critical for export-oriented activities); freedom to choose ownership shares 

(eq>erience shows that rigid rules governing foreign equity shares or their dilution over time are 

harmful to FDI inflows); and the provision of special facilities (like export-processing r.ones for 
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exporting firms). 

The most significant of these conditions in the context of future FDI trends are 

likely to be those concerning foreign exchange transactions, access to world price i~puts (or 

EPZ type facilities) and the freedom to choose ownership shares. It is to be hoped that 

competitive incentives for FDI will be phased out by some form of international or regional 

agreement. Countries seeking to promote FDI will then focns on "marketing" their country 

effectively, in tem:.s of targeting activities or investors likely to be interested, providing 

information specific to these investors' needs, and a package of facilities (but without excessive 

tax or other concessions). Such marketing has been shown to be highly effective in the case of 

the Republic of Ireland (see the presentation made by the head of its Industrial Development 

Authority in Asian Development Bank, 1988). 

High levels of protection will also, hopefully be eased out as countries move to more 

open trading regimes with only very selective interventions to promote infant ind118tries for 

limited periods. In return for granting these privileges, increasing use should be made of 

"performance guarantees", tying the investors to undertaking agreed actions to raise local 

skills, undertake local research, buy local inputs or export specified amounts. Performance 

guarantees are an increasingly common feature of FDI negotiations even in developed countries, 

especially when very large projects are involved, and it is appropriate for developing countries 

to build them into their bargaining strategies. However, like any bargaining condition, the 

imposition of difficult conditions may simply involve a trade off in some other area (Guisinger, 

1986); a very well-informed, sensitive and pragmatic approach is needed rather than a 
• 

heavy-banded or rigid set of rules. 

The growth of privatization in a number of developing countries opens up a new 

avenue for attracting FDI. Countries like Pakistan, Guinea, Mexico, Philippines and Togo , 

have used privatization as a means to bring in direct investment or other forms of foreign 

involvement (World Bank, 1989, p.21). While privatization raises a host of difficult iaues of 

ideology, procedure and regulation (Berg and Shirley, 1987), which entail a careful ue of the 

tool, it is evident that it is an important potential mechanism for certain kinds of FDI - and 
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_ one which will be used significantly to promote ftows to Eastern Europe in the near future. 

V. b. Debt Eauitv Swaps 

The debt crisis has given birth to debt-equity swaps - a highly publicized 

instrument for reducing the debt burden while promoting the inftow of FDI and associated 

skills and technology. Debt equity swaps enable investors to buy a country's outstanding debt 

on the secondary market, and then resell it to that country's central bank at a higher price, 

using the proceeds to buy equity in new or existing (sometimes public, in which case 

debt-equity swaps are part of privatization deals) enterprises in that country (Bergsman and 

&lisis, 1988). The investors gain a cheap entry into the country, while the country reduces its 

debt burden in exchange for more easily-serviceable FDI and associated benefits. The extent 

of discount is variable, sometimes zero and sometimes as high as 50 percent (World Bank, 1989, 

p.19). 

The existence of this disc:ount (which is subsidy to the investors) clearly raises 

difticulties for the host country. It is often seen as a way "selling national patrimony" on the 

cheap to foreigners, and questions are raised about whether any additional investment has been 

attracted in return. Research conducted by Bergsman and Edisis (1988) suggests that some of 

the swapped equity would have come in any case, but that stable and long-lasting debt-equity 

programmes have a lot of additionality. Once foreign investors (in manufacturing) make a 

commitment to a local enterprise, they do follow up with additional resources of capital, skills, 

technology and the like to raise its productivity. However, this additionality tends to be higher 

for export-oriented investments. 

In view of the scale of debt-equity swaps (in 1988, they totaled S2. 7 billion fo! 

Mexico, S3.6 billion for Brazil and nearly Sl billion for Chile of which some 40% went into , 

equity investment), it is important to ensure that "additionality" is high and resources are 

channeled into high-priority sectors. Bergsman and Edisis (1988) recommend that the level of 

incentives should be kept high and stable, while keeping some restrictions on the timing of 

repatriation of dividends or capital, and on the activities open to swaps. There are also fear;, of 
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mac:roeconomic effects (inflation) resulting from aedit aeation by the central ba'.ak to finance 

swaps. These fears are real, but any inflationary impact can be limited by appropriate fiscal 

and monetary policy, or by limiting swaps to privatization programmes. However, where 

restrictive monetary or fiscal policies cannot be implemented, swaps do add to inDati~-y 

preaures: it was largely this which led several countries (Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, 

Philippines) to halt their swap programmes in 1988 (World Bank, 1989, p.17). 

No one believes that debt-equity swaps are a complete solution to the debt problem 

or to the problem of serving FDI flows if other conditions are inappropriate. However, it is one 

pminising means to stimulate FDI to indebted countries which otherwise would have received 

substantial inflows and which undertake measmes to contain its inflationary impact and direct 

it to lll08t productive uses. 

V. c. Attraction of Small and Medium Sized Investors (SMis) 

An earlier part of this study noted some difference between large TNC& and small 

and medium investon (SMI&). The latter offer certain special benefits to developing host 

economies in their areas of specialization, and recent technological trends seem to be giving a 

new boost to their innovativeness and dynamism. SMis are of particular interest to countries 

that seek "new forms" of international involvement, both in very traditional (low technology) 

areas of investment and in some newly~erging high technology (but not yet scale intensive) 

activities. 

The main problem in attracting SMis from both developed and developing countries 

lies in imperfections in information, skill and insurance markets. Thus, SMls tend to be much 

leas familiar with operating conditions, both economic and political, in foreign countries than 

large firms, which accounts for their investments in .neighbouring countries or those with ethnic , 
C\1'. cultural connections. They find it costly io collect, analyse and compare data on different 

possible locations. The also find it more tiresome to cope with unfamiliar bureaucracies and 

legal requirements. If they do find suitable locations,they generally find it hard to apare the 

high-level manpower to send (in adequate quantity) to ensure the success of the venture. They 
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may also find it difficult to recruit the nt.ussary manpower from their home country or other 

labour markets. Finally, they may be more risk-averse than large firms because the potential 

OO&t of failure abroad may pose a much larger risk to their overall profitability than to a large 

firm. In the absence of insurance for (non-commercial) risk, therefore, even a slight hint of 

uncertainty may deter their investments. 

There are various possible ways to overcome these market imperfections. Many 

developing countries have set up investment promotion offices in major home countries to 

provide information and assistance to prospective investors. Trade missions and aid agencies 

&om the rich countries also promote foreign ventures by SMis from their economies, as do 

industry associations on both sides. Trade fairs, conferences, symposia and high-level political 

meetings are often also used to provide information, inspire confidence and establish direct 

contact. A number o! private agents provide technology brokerage services or arrange joint 

ventures in specific regions or industries. International institutions {like IFC or MIGA) try to 

promote FDI in all its forms. Similarly, political risk can be insured by home county 

government or by MIGA, which also offers services in resolving international business disputes. 

All these measures need to be greatly strengthened and expanded before they reach 

the great bulk of potential SMis, especially those located in large countries away from the 

major metropolitan centres. The problem of information (in which coping with bureaucracy is 

included) is the major one, and there are no easy or cheap solutions. Much of the investment 

has to come from the host countries themselves, though there is also scope to improve the 

quality of their existing "marketing" efforts. 

Two points need to be made here. First, a significant proportion of SMI can come 

to developing countries as ancillaries to major TNCs, thus the focus of SMI promotion should 

be those large investors who then induce their existing suppliers to relocate with them 
I 

(Phongpaichit, 1988). Second, a very effective method of promotion may be to use local 

businessmen in host countries (rather than official centres located in capital cities) to go to 

investing countries and meet SMis through trade associations or other bodies. Since the most 

li .. .ely route for SMI entry is the joint venture, an aggreuive policy of sending out local firms to 
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seek prospective partners is likely to yield much higher dividends than a more pusi.e approacll 

(of advertising or holding general meetings). 

To the extent that the promotion of joint ventures is a marketable service, it may 

be expected that private brokerage senices will grow rapidly. These should be encouraged and 

promoted, not just to provide information, but a whole package of senices, also including 

finance, dealing with bureaucratic requirements, privatizations, arranging for recruitment and 

personnel relocation, arbitration and so on. 

V. d. Regional Cooperation 

There are several arguments for regional cooperation in the attraction of FDI. 

Fint, where individual developing countries are too small to offer an economic sized market, a 

regional grouping can attract efficient investments in activities enjoying economies of scale. 

Second, regional cooperation enables members to cut back on offering competitive subsidies to 

atuac:t FDI. Third, a group may be able to bargain better and obtain better performaace 

guarantees than individual countries, not just because of larger market size but also because of 

economies in collecting information. Fourth, a regional group can "market" itself better than a 

c:omtry, again because of scale economies inherent in such promotion. Finally, a regional grogp 

may be regarded as economically more stable than a small individual country because of 

greater resource diversity (though this may work against an individual country which is a "star 

performer"). 

It is essentially the scale and diversity case, in its various aspects, that underlies the 

argument for regional cooperation. The argument has a long history, and many attempts have 

been made to form trade, cooperation or other blocb to promote industrialization and attract 

foreign capital. As is well known, most of them have failed or yielded disappointing results, for , 

political or economic (but for distributional rather than efficiency) reasons. Yet the basic case 

still stands, and may even by strengthened by the nature of technological changes under way. 

If the development of industrial capabilities can be speeded by forming regional groupings 

(because of scale economies in creating a base of high level technical manpower and a minimum 
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indUUial support strudue), thea such groupings can be effectift in attracting "new waft" 

FDI more successfully than indi'Widual c:outries. It ii easy to see why: institutions to educate 

and train specialised technical manpower, or R ~ D institutions, are more feasible for senic:ing 

a group of small countries than for a single country. However, it is difficult to see how 

geographical concentration (and so an inequitable distribution of benefits) can be avoided in 

such a strategy. 

The major problems of using regional cooperative fonns to attract industrial 

relocation a>ntinue to lie in their political and distributional aspects. If these can be overcome, 

the potential rewards are COllliderable. 

V. e. Promotion of Local Entemrise 

The entry of FDI may have significant beneficial effects on domestic enterprises. 

Thole that linked to it in the vertical production chain, as suppliers of goods and semces or 

bayen of the affiliates' output, can benefit from the growth in produdion and from transfer of 

tedmology or skills &om the affiliate. Thole that compete with it can benefit from efficiency 

spillovers, because of the competition provided, the 'role model' set, the leakage of skills and 

knowledge, a greater exposure to international markets, and the upgrading of common suppliers 

or buyers. The business environment at large can benefit from the affiliates' linkages to the 

ICience and technology infrastructure, its influence on government policy and a generally 

"progressive" act of attitudes. The presence of manufacturing FDI can attract a host of 

complementary FDI in aenices that promotes greater efficiency and dynamism in domestic 

industry. 

However, the entry of a large powerful foreign presence in a developing country's 

industrial sector ia not an unsullied advantage. Many of the benefits just noted accrue to an 
I 

economy which already has a thriving indigenous sector that can benefit from the competition, 

linbges and externalities provided by foreign entrants. Countries that have weak or 

fragmented indigenous industrial eatrepreneunhip may find its development inhibited by a 

large foreign sector: even a supporting role may be taken over by foreign firms with established 
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linb to the major inftlton. The difficulties of local development will nry with the entry 

barriers posed by technological complexity and eoonomies of scale. Local enterprises may do 

well, ceteris paribus, in activities with simple technologies and low capital requirements, while 

beign. firms may dominate more demanding activities. Some countries may then feel (Korea 

being a good example) that restrictions on foreign entry are warranted for a period, in which 

local capabilities are built up in heavy industry. 

It appears, therefore, that a strong indigenous entrepreneurial class in a diversity of 

industries is necessary to reap the greatest advantages of FDI, and that FDI has to be 

aelectiYely permitted to allow such a class to emerge. Once the class is established, FDI can be 

permitted much more freely, or can be encouraged as joint venture partner to local enterprises. 

This is not, of coune, the only possible strategy to follow to promote industrial 

relocation. Small economies may well decide that the cost of protecting domestic 

entrepreneurship is too high, and so base their strategy entirely on FDI. This is the c:omse 

pursued by Singapore with striking succeu, with all its policy efforts directed to providing the 

infrastructure, skills and macroeconomic environments needed for attracting increasingly 

sophisticated forms of FDI. However, the Singapore strategy may not be acceptable to larger 

countries, and there may be socio-political constraints to accepting, from the start, a 

subsidiary role for domestic enterprises. In many cases, therefore, the kind of selective strategy 

to promote local entrepreneurship described above would be more acceptable. 

Once a strategy of entrepreneurial development is in place, and the activities to 

which it is to be applied demarcated (some areas may still be left open for FDI if these are felt 

to lie outside local capabilities), what can the government do to promote such development? 

Entrepreneurial development may be seen as a learning process, in which incentives, 

capabilities and institutiou again play crucial, interlinked roles. The incentives to healthy , 

learning arise from a competitive environment, in which prices are relatively undistorted, entry 

and exit unobstructed by policy c:onstraints, technology flows freely permitted and ownership 

patterns (say between public and private, or large and small scale) not heavily biased by policy. 

However, this it not to say that ideal competitive conditions are best produced by free trade: 
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there are strong arguments for import industry protection to help overcome the costs of 

mastering dif&colt technologies. The development of entrepreneurial capabilities largely arises 

from "learning by doing", but the more formal aspects can be taught in business schools and 

the like. In a broader sense, the encouragement of domestic enterprise requires the growth of 

industrial capabilities generally; this is considered below. 

Many developing countries have stultified entrepreneurial development by offering 

excessive protection, on the one hand, and imposing a variety of business regulations to control 

the abuse of market power, on the other. They have tried to force domestic enterprises into 

pre-Rlected activities, to regulate size, product range and technology, to restrict entry and 

exit, to control prices and employment, and to specify the source of inputs. Many of these 

IegUlations have bred anti~petitive attitudes and led to inefficient practices: in the context 

of entrepreneurial learning, they have misdirected the direction, content and pace of capability 

acquisition. By sapping business confidence, and by slowing down overall rate of growth, they 

have also held back the size of indigenous enterprises and its projection in world markets. 

The most important step in promoting entrepreneunhip is therefore to remove 

policy-induced constraints to private sector development. By giving the right environment 

and policy signals to local enterprise, the government can also transmit a clear positive signal 

to prospective foreign investors. The nature of the response, both intemally and exterDally, 

will then depend on the development of capabilities and supporting institutions, and the 

entrepreneurial capabilities that exist already. 

The promotion of entrepreneurship need not involve passively leaving everything to 

the market. A number of positive measures are necessary: to protect the learning process, to 

remedy failures in capital, labour and technology markets, to create large size units where 

necessary, to provide extension sources, to provide a technology infrastructure, and so on. 
I 

Promotion is also intervention, but it is intervention of a very different sort from that practised 

in many developing countries (thus Korea actively promoted its private businesses, while India 

held back a thriving entrepreneurial class). 
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v. f. Promoting lndutrial Capabilities 

The elements of a strategy to develop industrial capabilities have alread1 been 

suggested above. The objectiftl are dear: to improve worker, teclmical, scientific and 

managerial skills; to promote technological activit7; to develop a system of industrial support, 

with suppliers, senice firms and R k D institutes; and to proYide an institutional structure to 

embod7 such a system and the "rules of the game". Is a strategJ required at all! The answer 

is clearl7 yes - there are widespread market failures in capabilit7 and institutional deYelopment 

became of the externalities, uncertainties, risks, complementarities and lumpiness inwlftd. 

Many markets are segmented, 101De do not exist at all. Agents have little information or 

eq>erience on which to bue long term decisions. Clearl7, the scope for efficient intervention is 

enormous. 

Thia study c:umot go into the details of how to a broad base of industrial 

capabilities can be developed, but the broad lines of adion are beyond dispute. The most 

fmportant is probably the strengthening of tbe human capital base. There are maa7 choices to 

be made here: which form of schooling, further education, disciplines and inltitutiona to 

deYelop; how best to finance education; bow to choose between formal and on-pb training; 

what role to allot to employer based and foreign training; and so on. The answers depend 

partly on the stage of development of the economy. Simple economies need more emphasis on 

lower levels of education, more advanced ones are specialized, higher levels, aad so on. A greai 

deal can be learned here from the strategies adopted by the NICs of East Asia. 

As skills develop, the focus of the strategy has to be broadened to encompaa the 

stimulation of teclmological actiYit7 b7 enterprises and supportiag inltitutiona. Such &CUYit7 

included formal R k D, of course, but it also covers a variet7 of informal, even routine, 

activities related to production, adaptation and minor improvements to products and processes. , 

There is a risk that firms miderinvest in all these forms of technological adivit7 or, in highly 

distorted regimes, invest in the wrong kinds (1a7, to substitute materials rather than lower 

coets). Pa.-i of the remed7 lies in better market signals and greater competition. Part lies in 

providing better 1killl, information and technological support {including the import of 
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~capital goods). AJacl part lies in directly encoaraging, mmetirnes mbsidiag, R Ii D 

adi'rity and appropriate technology imports. Tile nature and pace of techaological acti'rity is 

stmngly influenced by the deftlopmat of industrial struaue and firm sise: mutries that 

push into heavier industry need larger Grms and more R Ii D (like Korea) tbn thole that do 

not (Ta.inn Pro'rince), even giftll equal export~rieatation. However, greater 

eqat-orientation itself, b similar industrial struames, seems to call forth. greater 

technological effort. 

The support of technol<>gJ development also requires the build up of a mmplex 

npentrucime of R Ii D institutes, ataadards institutes, quality cmtrol and testing facilities, 

inbmation and extension soan:es and liDtages with universities and Deign soan:es of 

bowledge. 

The •111pport IJllem• for indllltrial development needs not jut the pro'rilion of 

skills and ~ology in a generic sense or in specific enterprises, but the coherent cleYelupment 

of capabilities in wllole sets of tinb:d adi'rities that complement each other (Lall, forth.coming). 

The "learning proceas• mast thus be promoted in all firms that b111 from and lell to each other 

(serric:es and goods), otherwise the development of the whole group can be retarded. This 

would hold back effident speciaJiqtjon, forcing firms either to use COltly or poor inputs, or to 

internalise an acti'rity which should be conducted elsewhere. Governments mast thus aim to 

promote strategic networb of activities rather than vecy specific ones, and the promotion mast 

be in the form of a padage. Just undertaking partial promotion, 1&7 b7 offering protection, 

may be less effective (or even counterproductive) than a aeries of coherent meuuea which 

npport each other: e.g. temporary protection combined with skill and teclmologJ dnelopment, 

inatitutional support, and 80 on. 

Stated in this form, capability development 1011Dda an extremely difficult and 
I 

forbidding talk. There is no doubt that is ii formidable - which ii why even advanced 

industrial countries differ 80 much among themselves in this respect (OECD, 1987) - and al:;o 

eo1tl7 and dow. But countries can move in a gradual, incremental way rather than attempt to 

do ever,tbing at once. Their pluming and impleme!'.tation capabilities are limited in exactly 
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tJae same wa1 u their mdmrial capabilities, and mmt be slowl1 improftd and cleplo,ed 

ecoaomicall7. It ii imperati..e, tllelefore, to start moclestl1 and with lower degrees of seledi.e 

mteneatim at the early stages, and to increase the policy burden only as the administrative 

learning process builds 11p. U the coantry is able to attract the simpler kinds of FDI to start 

with (and policy rebms and ph:Jlical infrastructure are essential for this), this can itself help 

to bllild 11.p nrioas mdutrial capalilities. This can then be used to moant more difficult 

mtenentiou ill the tec!n•olorJcal field. u the strategy promotes growth nccessfall1, larger 

mouca will be anilahle to iaftltiJlg Uill and teclUlology creatioa, and so oa: progress ii 

pmible, but it baa to be mqpneptaJ. Too ambitiou a programme ma1 be couterpmcluctive. 

VJ. Action Pmggmme b UN1DO 

UNIDO can npport developing countries ill attracting illdustrial relocatioa ill two 

geaenl ways: 

(a) B1 npporting deYeloping coantry endeavoun to establiah the proper piecmulitiolll for 

inaeuing FDI iaflon; and 

(b} BJ helping to establish proper channels and mechanisma to illduce, ill particular, amall and 

medium sized firma to invest ill deft!loping countries. 

VJ. a. Helping with Preconditiom for FDI 

The comparative ad't'Dt.age of UNIDO lies in improving the capability aspect of the 

precoaditiou for attracting relocatioa. Within thil, it has areas of strength ill dealing with 

tedmical education and training, technological extension and support, technology traDlfer and 

the cleyelopment of a science and technology infrastructure. 

Techpical educatiop apd trainipg are best auisted by interventiou in the setting up 
I 

of facilities, provision of teachers (with adequate facilities and incentives) and ensuring proper 

technical content and quality in the curricula. UNIDO can aui1t in all of these, but especially 

iD arranging for foreign experts to help with teaching, curricula and firm~evel traiaing, and the 

lellding overseas of bolt country nationals for further education or work experience. Technical 
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Uliltallce h.u a poor record in the least deweloped c:ountries, especiall7 of Sub-Salwan Africa, 

became D0t enough has been clone to prepare the ground OD the ieceiYing side: inadequate 

provision for skill transfer and insufficient education or motivation of local technicians. Future 

programmes have to come to grips with the very difficult problems involved in ensuring 

efficient training - throwiag money at it is not the answer. 

One of the IDOlt effective means of improving technical skills is to "show how" on 

the shop-floor. Experienced technicians from other companies (including other developing 

muntries) can impart a great deal of bow-how in a short period (say 2-3 years) of practical 

demonstration in host countIJ factories. However, to carry this to deeper levels, it is necessUJ 

to improve formal tnining of higher leYel technicians and engineers. UNIDO can play a 

catalytic role at both levels by arranging for training, recruitments of aperts and formal 

training. 

TrrhnoJo&ical eytmsion and support are particalarly ielennt for small 

establislnnents and new entrepreneurs in developing countries. These tend to lack the basic 

skills of quality control, laJOUt, maintenance, process adaptation or product improvement. 

Apart from the provision of training noted above, there are economies of scale and scope in the 

provision of such basic functions which may make it feasible to provide central services to 

group1 of small establishments. For inltance, it has been recommended in Africa that mobile 

fleets of repair 1 maintenance and quality control technicians service particalar industrial 

estates. Or central units be set up to undertake design work or solve emerging production 

problems for particular activities. In theory, again, there are many grounds for centralizing 

technical functions, but in practice their effectiveness depends on the quality and motivation of 

personnel involved, their links with users and their own access to technology and equipment. 

UNIDO can play a role in setting up adequately staffed and equipped extension services and in , 
improving those in existence. 

UNIDO is extremely active and experienced in facilitating technoloJY transfer to 

developing countries, and thus already plays an active role in industrial relocation. The main 

addition it can make to this function in the present context is to 1pecify the kinds of capability, 
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support system u.d infrastructural developments are needed in host countries for future 

technology transfer in particular activities. These specifications should be passed on to the 

governments concerned, with further assistance given to design and implement relevant 

restructuring/upgrading programmes. 

The most efficient way for UNIDO to proceed with this role may be to use the 

services of established TNCa in selected industries. Firms with widespread experience overseas 

can best advise on their future needs and also on ways in which host government can best meet 

them. These firms are not in a position to advise individual governments, but with UNIDO 

acting as intermediary and arbiter, can be tapped at low cost (i.e. if they are persuaded that it 

is in their own best long-term interest). 

The development of science and technology infrastmctme is an extremely complex 

task. Even if the various skills required are available, their organization into institutions that 

have a coherent work programme relevant to the industrial sector is difficult to achieve. The 

developing world ii full of research, standards, testing and other institutes which function 

poorly or are de1inked from manufacturing activity. The most important function UNIDO can 

serve here is to create, strengthen and extend these links. This may require, in some case, the 

reorientation of research effort; in others, raising its quality, getting external expertise and 

know how; or better equipment. In some countries the problem may be purely organizational, 

and a reorganization of financing mechanisms, personnel and incentives may be all that is 

required. UNIDO is better suited to tackling the technical problems rather than organizational 

ones. It may proceed by developing special expertise in the area of technological institutions 

geared to practical industrial needs, providing advice, finance and expertise for upgrading of 

these institutions. 

·, 

Sanjaya Lall 

16th February 1990 
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